
t’s the detail that makes all the 

difference on an elegantly set 

table. Good food and  refinement 

are necessary prerequisites, 

but nowadays the way it’s presented has become 

increasingly important. That’s where Infinito 

concentrates its attention, specialising in the production 

of innovative table accessories with original design, 

suitable for presentations in luxury restaurants or a 

mise en place on board yachts whose elegance can 

compare with the most sumptuous homes. 

The company, based in Castelvecchio di Monte Porzio, 

in the province of Pesaro Urbino, produces dishes 

with clean, refined lines that are the ideal solution for 

the creation of culinary settings that will enhance any 

mouthwatering dish. Entirely Made in Italy, the hallmark 

of a truly superior quality. The brand is helmed by three 

siblings, production experts Luigi and Carlo Carboni and 

Laura Carboni, the creative and commercial mind behind 

Infinito. Laura began her career in the yachtbuilding 

sector, an experience that has inspired some of the main 

themes of the brand’s designs - innovation, attention to 

detail and a constant quest for the unusual. 

The Infinito collection brings warmth 

to the table and harmonises perfectly 

with the nautical lines of the latest 

Mangusta Oceano 42 by Overmarine 

[ MISE EN PLACE ]

Tableware collections featuring 

innovative design that create an elegant 

setting and transform the on-board table 

into a gallery of culinary art. Created by 

Infinito using ecological materials like 

solid wood and Krion acrylic stone
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[ MISE EN PLACE ]

All this underpins the launch of the Quadrilatero line, designed to 

complement several flavours on the same plate while ensuring every 

component of the dish remains distinct and unchanged. Straight 

lines shape the edges and geometrical forms within the plates, with 

an interesting choice of materials, an important factor for Infinito 

- here, some solid wood inserts combine with Krion, a very elegant 

acrylic stone, warm to the touch, with no pores, so extremely 

hygienic and totally recyclable.  Developed by Systempool, a Spanish 

company that is part of the Gruppo Porcelanosa, Krion is also used 

in the TeGusto collection, designed in collaboration with Cristina 

Zanni. It is available in white with slate accessories, suitable at all 

times of day for sweet and savoury foods.  

Nature’s own colours and perfumes are brought to the table with 

the Legno line, made from solid FSC-certified materials that respect 

environmental, social and economic forestation standards. Perfect 

for enjoying cold meats and cheese with preserves and honey, but 

also for tastings in the wine cellar or for sampling desserts.

infinito-design.it

Left and to side, two 

examples showing 

the versatility of the 

Quadrilatero line. Designed 

for original presentations 

of courses or for an 

essential, elegant mise 

en place. Above, another 

piece from the TeGusto 

collection, offered in white, 

for imaginative culinary 

creations


